With over 16 continuing education programs, NAEMT offers instructors a wide range of opportunities to connect with students and advance the profession through evidence-based education.

Listed below are ways to easily transition to NAEMT education from other nationally recognized programs, or if you are already an NAEMT instructor, add to your course offerings.

**COMMUNITY PARAMEDIC COURSE SERIES**
Paramedic level licensure required. Current status as an AMLS Instructor, instructor for a CAAHEP-accredited paramedic program, IBSC-certified Community Paramedic, or Military Medical Specialties (Air Force Independent Duty Medical Technician, Special Operations Forces Medic, and Navy Independent Duty Corpsman) is required to teach these courses. For new NAEMT Instructors, completion of the NAEMT Instructor Preparation Course is required.

- An EPC Instructor card will be issued with completion of the above steps. No monitoring required.

**EMS SAFETY**
Current NAEMT instructors; ITLS, ACLS, PALS, PEPP, EVOC, Fire Instructor 1; or EMS instructors at an accredited college or university can become an EMS Safety instructor by successfully completing the online Instructor Update. For new NAEMT Instructors, completion of the NAEMT Instructor Preparation Course is required. Upon successful completion, eligible instructors who complete the NAEMT Instructor Application will receive an EMS Safety instructor card. No monitoring is required.

**EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATOR SAFETY (EVOS)**
Current instructors of the following national driving courses—CEVO II, CEVO 3, CEVO 4, VFIS EVDT, NHTSA EVOC, or DoD Driver Training—can become EVOS instructors by completing the online instructor update or by taking the 8-hour EVOS provider course. No monitoring is required for eligible instructors who complete the Instructor Update. Instructors of local driving courses may also be eligible to transition to EVOS.
FIRST ON THE SCENE (FOTS)
Certified EMS instructors at the EMT, AEMT, or Paramedic levels, currently certified fire instructors, or NAEMT-approved instructors, may conduct FOTS courses. Eligible instructors who are interested in teaching FOTS who are not affiliated with an NAEMT Training Center must complete the FOTS Lead Instructor Application.

GERIATRIC EDUCATION FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (GEMS)
Current AMLS and PHTLS Instructors can teach GEMS by taking the online Instructor Update or by taking the provider course. Upon successful completion, eligible instructors who complete the NAEMT Instructor Application will receive a GEMS instructor card. No monitoring is required.

MENTAL HEALTH RESILIENCE OFFICER (MHRO)
All NAEMT instructors who successfully complete the MHRO course (online or classroom) and submit a completed NAEMT Instructor Application are eligible to teach the MHRO course and will receive an MHRO instructor card. No monitoring is required. Note: Physicians, physician assistants, nurses, and social workers with commensurate prehospital experience may qualify for MHRO instructor status provided they complete all instructor requirements.

PREHOSPITAL TRAUMA LIFE SUPPORT (PHTLS)
Current ITLS training centers can easily transition to PHTLS. Individual ITLS instructors can also transition to PHTLS.
- Complete the NAEMT Instructor Application (proof of current ITLS instructor status required);
- Complete the latest PHTLS Instructor Update;
- For new NAEMT Instructors, complete the NAEMT Instructor Preparation Course;
- A PHTLS instructor card will be issued with completion of the above steps. No monitoring required.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA IN EMS PATIENTS (PTEP)
Current NAEMT Instructors can teach PTEP by taking the online instructor orientation or the provider course. Upon successful completion, eligible instructors who complete the NAEMT Instructor Application will receive a PTEP instructor card. No monitoring is required.

TACTICAL EMERGENCY CASUALTY CARE (TECC)
Current NAEMT TCCC instructors can teach TECC by taking the online NAEMT TECC Instructor Update or the NAEMT TECC provider course. Upon successful completion, eligible instructors receive a TECC instructor card, and no monitoring is required. TCCC instructors who take the NAEMT TECC provider course must complete the NAEMT Instructor Application to receive a TECC instructor card.

TACTICAL EMERGENCY CASUALTY CARE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS (TECC-LEO)
Current NAEMT TCCC instructors are eligible to teach TECC by taking the online NAEMT TECC Instructor Update or the NAEMT TECC provider course. Upon successful completion, eligible instructors receive a TECC instructor card, and no monitoring is required. TCCC instructors who take the NAEMT TECC provider course must complete the NAEMT Instructor Application to receive a TECC instructor card.

CONTACT US
Contact education@naemt.org for questions or more information about any of these easy transition options.